
THE FUTURE IS NOW: 
WHAT IS THE NEW 
NORMAL IN DEI?



Topic Speaker
Shifting client, consumer, and staff/firm member expectations Roberto
How are law firms experiencing this shift?  Shereen
Swiveling from fear to curiosity Shereen
Building trust and dealing with mistakes Roberto
How should law firms be preparing to adapt Roberto
Top tips and takeaways Roberto and Shereen

AGENDA
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• Cultural change, when it happens, appears to 
happen all at once (desegregation in the US, equal 
marriage in Canada)

• Actually results from a generational shift in 
attitudes

• Millennials (30s/40s) and Gen Z (just entering the 
work force) are a larger cohort than the Baby 
Boomers

• Next-level subject matter expertise on DEI has 
become the norm (and experts know when they 
are talking to experts)

SHIFTING CLIENT, CONSUMER, AND STAFF/FIRM 
MEMBER EXPECTATIONS 
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• RFPs, RFIs, audits (greater number of request, and 
greater sophistication of requests)

• Public and media pressure

• Competitive pressure from other law firms

• Internal pressure from firm members (the 
Millennial/Gen Z public are also our firm members)

• In short, the pressure is coming from everywhere. The 
more firms attempt to become skilled at this to 
differentiate themselves, the more this becomes table 
stakes

HOW ARE LAW FIRMS EXPERIENCING THIS SHIFT? 
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• Businesses commonly have responded to DEI 
calls for change in a fear-based way

• Shift from fear-based to AIC (attention, intention, 
curiosity) approach = INNOVATION

• Appreciative Inquiry (strength-based; what you 
look at, you change)

• Fail Faster (design thinking)

• Social Deviance (reward and build on strengths 
and successes)

SWIVELING FROM FEAR TO CURIOSITY
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• Fail to plan, plan to fail

• Build belief in your trustworthiness
1. Be able to admit and own mistakes

2. Pay attention to the company you keep

3. Have your own internal priorities and principles

• Understand your business’s maturity level, and 
work from there
1. DEI is not a light switch, but years of learning

2. Build your expertise

BUILDING TRUST AND DEALING WITH MISTAKES
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• Consider purpose-driven supply chains

• Adopt a more human approach internally

• Develop a variety of people’s skills in talking about DEI
1. If leadership is white and male, develop their/your abil i ty to talk about that 

in a ski l led and self-aware way. DEI is not just the job of people from 
marginalized groups

• Strategically align firm work related to Clients, Colleagues 
and Community (can you align pro bono? Sponsorship? 
Philanthropy?
1. Builds appropriate strategic relationships that speed the change process

2. Develops new potential cl ients

3. Builds your reputation

HOW SHOULD LAW FIRMS BE PREPARING TO ADAPT?
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• Swivel from fear to AIC (attention, intention, curiosity)

• Apply a strengths-based approach

• What you look at/measure, you change

• Assess your firm’s level of maturity (what’s your 
starting point?), and acknowledge that this is a long 
process

• Develop a variety of people’s skills in talking about DEI

• Clients, Colleagues and Community

TOP TIPS AND TAKEAWAYS
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QUESTIONS?
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